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ABSTRACT

Various forcing and feedback processes coexist in the tropical Pacific, which can modulate El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO). In particular, large covariabilities in chlorophyll (Chl) and freshwater flux (FWF) at the sea

surface are observed during ENSO cycles, acting to execute feedbacks on ENSO through the related ocean-biology-

induced heating (OBH) and FWF forcing, respectively. At present, the related effects and underlying mechanism are

stronglymodel dependent and are still not well understood. Here, a new hybrid coupledmodel (HCM), developed to

represent interactions between the atmosphere and ocean physics–biology (AOPB) in the tropical Pacific, is used to

examine the extent to which ENSO can be modulated by interannually covarying anomalies of FWF and Chl. HCM

AOPB–based sensitivity experiments indicate that individually the FWF forcing tends to amplify ENSO via its in-

fluenceon the stratificationandverticalmixing in theupperocean,whereas theOBHfeedback tends todamp it.While

the FWF- and OBH-related individual effects tend to counteract each other, their combined effects give rise to

unexpected situations. For example, an increase in the FWF forcing intensity actually acts to decrease the ENSO

amplitude when the OBH feedback effects coexist at a certain intensity. The nonlinear modulation of the ENSO

amplitude can happen when the FWF-related amplifying effects on ENSO are compensated for by OBH-related

damping effects. The results offer insight into modulating effects on ENSO, which are evident in nature and different

climate models.

1. Introduction

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the stron-

gest interannual signal in the climate system, consisting

of a warm phase (El Niño) and a cold phase (La Niña).
ENSO arises from the so-called Bjerknes feedback, which

involves interactions between the sea surface temperature

(SST), wind, and thermocline (Bjerknes 1969). Multiple

other multiscale processes coexist in the Earth system

of the tropical Pacific, including ocean-biology-induced

heating (OBH) and freshwater flux (FWF) forcing

(Murtugudde et al. 2002; Zhang andBusalacchi 2009). The

roles played by various forcings and feedbacks in ENSO
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modulations have been extensively investigated, with a

focus on climatic factors (Hu et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2014).

For example, large interannual variations in FWF at the

sea surface have been observed in the western–central

equatorial Pacific during ENSO cycles, which not only

represents a response to ENSO but also produces a feed-

back onto ENSO (e.g., Zhang and Busalacchi 2009). As

currently understood, ENSO induces FWF anomalies that

force anomalies of sea surface salinity (SSS) and buoyancy

flux, affecting stratification and vertical mixing in the up-

per ocean. These processes act to modulate SST and thus

ENSO.A positive feedback onENSO can be illustrated in

association with interannually varying FWF forcing in the

tropical Pacific (Fig. 1a; Zhang et al. 2012). In addition, the

role of variable vertical mixing as a positive feedback on

ENSOhas recently been discussed in observations (Moum

et al. 2013) and models (Gnanadesikan et al. 2017). These

studies indicate that mixed layer modulation by stratifi-

cation can play an important role in the heat budget.

On the bioeffect side, the existence and variations of

chlorophyll (Chl) modulate the penetration of solar radi-

ation in the upper ocean, inducing differential heating

between the mixed layer (ML) and subsurface layers; this

in turn acts to regulate the stratification and verticalmixing

in the upper ocean and further modulate SST and ENSO

(e.g., Zhang et al. 2009). Both positive and negative feed-

backs have been shown for chlorophyll impacts on ENSO,

depending on the region involved and whether the impact

is associated with time-mean heating (Anderson et al.

2009) or variability (Zhang 2015a). For example, a nega-

tive feedback is associated with variability in the local Chl-

induced heating (Zhang 2015b); thus, this apparently

distinguishes between the positive remote feedback asso-

ciated with Chl-induced mean heating in the gyres and

negative feedback associated with mean heating in the

marginal zones described in Anderson et al. (2009).

As a result, either positive or negative feedbacks can

be involved in the Chl-induced heating effects on the

climate system (Fig. 1b).While physical factors affecting

ENSO have been extensively examined in the tropical

Pacific, OBH feedback effects on ENSO are still not

well understood (e.g., Miller et al. 2003). Indeed, large

uncertainties exist in representing biofeedback pro-

cesses in various models; the induced bioeffects on the

climate remain elusive and are strongly model dependent

(Timmermann and Jin 2002; Marzeion et al. 2005;Wetzel

et al. 2006; Lengaigne et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2009;

Gnanadesikan and Anderson 2009; Jochum et al. 2010;

Heinemann et al. 2011; Park et al. 2014a,b). Furthermore,

interactions between FWF forcings and OBH feedback

are expected because they both can modulate the strati-

fication and vertical mixing in the upper ocean and

thereby affect SST. However, their collective modulating

effects on ENSO are neither clearly demonstrated nor

well understood.

In this work, we use a new hybrid coupled model

(HCM) that has been developed to represent in-

teractions between the atmosphere and ocean physics–

biology (AOPB) in the tropical Pacific (Zhang et al.

2018a,b). First, the ocean’s biophysics interactions are

taken into account using an ocean-biology model to

predict Chl, which is then used to directly modulate its

effects on the penetration of solar radiation in the upper

ocean; previously, we used a statistical model to repre-

sent this biological effect (Zhang et al. 2011). Second,

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram illustrating processes involved in

(a) FWF forcing and (b) OBH feedback. In (a), as a response to

SST variability, FWF anomalies directly force sea surface salinity

(SSS) and buoyancy fluxQB anomalies, acting to modulate density,

the depth of the mixed layer (MLD), stratification, and vertical

mixing in the upper ocean, which affect SST. In (b), as a response to

ENSO, a change in Chl concentrations corresponds to perturba-

tions in penetration depth Hp, which directly modify the penetra-

tion of sunlight in the upper ocean, with differential heating

between theML and subsurface layers [Qpen is the penetrative part

through the base of the ML; Qabs is the absorbed part within the

ML). The induced differential heating in the vertical direction acts

to modify the stratification, vertical mixing, and entrainment of

subsurface waters into the ML, which affect SST.
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a hybrid coupled model is constructed to represent

ocean–atmosphere interactions by coupling an ocean gen-

eral circulation model (OGCM) with empirical models,

which are used to determine the interannual anomalies of

wind stress and freshwater flux (ZhangandBusalacchi 2009;

Zhang et al. 2012). TheHCMAOPB can adequately depict

ENSO cycles, and the effects of related FWF forcing and

OBH feedback on ENSO are clearly seen when these

processes are included individually or collectively in the

tropical Pacific. Then, the HCM AOPB is used to investi-

gate the ways ENSO can be modulated by OBH feedback

and FWF forcing. To understand the nature of these

combined modulating effects on ENSO, a series of sensi-

tivity experiments are performed using the HCM AOPB

with different intensities represented for interannual co-

variabilities of OBH feedback and FWF forcing. The direct

heating effects andmechanism are analyzed to demonstrate

howENSOcanbemodulatedby these twoprocesses. Some

specific questions are to be addressed in detail: Does ENSO

amplitude linearly increase or decrease with the intensities

of FWF forcing and/or OBH feedback? Can the interac-

tions between these two processes lead to nonlinear mod-

ulations of ENSO and why?

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the model used and the experimental design. The

overview of the model performance is presented in

section 3 and followed by section 4 for demonstrating

the modulating effects on ENSO. Section 5 provides the

summary and discussion.

2. Model descriptions and experimental designs

In this work, an HCM of the atmosphere and ocean

(representing the climate system) is combined with an

ocean-biology model to represent the bioclimate interac-

tions in the tropical Pacific. The model is briefly described

in this section, and a more detailed description for various

ocean components is presented in Zhang et al. (2018a) and

of empirical atmosphericmodels for wind stress and FWF is

given in the appendix.

a. The model used

Figure 2 shows the HCM of the AOPB, which is used

to represent theFWF–climate andbioclimate interactions in

the tropical Pacific. The HCM consists of an OGCM and a

simplified representation of the atmosphere (wind stress t,

freshwater flux, and heat flux). The OGCM is the reduced

gravity, primitive-equation, sigma-coordinate model of

Gent and Cane (1989) and has been widely used in tropical

ocean–atmosphere modeling studies (e.g., Murtugudde

et al. 2002;Wang et al. 2009a; Zhang et al. 2012). This ocean

model is coupled with a statistical wind stress model to

form a hybrid coupled model (Zhang et al. 2012).

Within the context of such anHCM, the totalwind stress

forcing to the ocean can be divided into a climatological

part tclim and an interannual anomaly part tinter. Similarly,

the total freshwater exchange between the atmosphere

and ocean (FWF5P2E; whereP stands for precipitation

and E stands for evaporation) is separated into a clima-

tological part (FWFclim) and an interannual anomaly part

(FWFinter). The heat flux is estimated using an advective

atmospheric mixed-layer (AML) model (Seager et al.

1995). The climatological parts (tclim and FWFclim) are

prescribed using their long-term seasonally varying fields

from observations; the interannual anomalies (tinter and

FWFinter) are calculated using empirical models con-

structed by the singular value decomposition (SVD)

analysis technique, which is described in the appendix.

Moreover, an ocean-biology model is coupled with

the climate system to represent biological processes. As

detailed in Wang et al. (2015), the ocean-biology model

consists of 12 components, including 6 nutrients [nitrate,

silicon, ammonium, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC),

dissolved oxygen, and dissolved iron] and 6 biological

components [large and small sizes of phytoplankton (PL

and PS), large and small sizes of zooplankton (ZL and

ZS), and large and small sizes of detritus (DL and DS)].

Additionally, some diagnostic variables are introduced

in the model. For example, phytoplankton carbon bio-

mass (mol Nm23) is converted to mol Cm23 according

to the Redfield ratio (C:N 5 6.625), and chlorophyll

concentrations are then calculated using the ratio be-

tween phytoplankton biomass and chlorophyll, which is

called the C:Chl ratio. The ratio between phytoplankton

biomass and chlorophyll (C:Chl) is not fixed, which de-

pends on light, temperature, and nutrients (nitrate and

iron) as detailed in Wang et al. (2009b).

These components are coupled to form an HCM

AOPB in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 2). The strength of

coupling and feedback is regulated by three coupling

parameters, which allow the wind stress, freshwater flux,

and chlorophyll concentration fed to the ocean to vary as

t5 t
clim

1 t
inter

5 t
clim

1a
t
t0(SST

inter
) ,

FWF5FWF
clim

1FWF
inter

5FWF
clim

1a
FWF

FWF0(SST
inter

), and

Chl5Chl
clim

1Chl
inter

5Chl
clim

1a
Chl

3 (Chl2Chl
clim

),

in which several scalar parameters, at, aFWF, and aChl,

are introduced to represent wind-forcing intensity (the

so-called relative coupling coefficient), FWF forcing

intensity, and the Chl-induced feedback intensity, re-

spectively. Note that in the reference run, Chl is directly

estimated from the ocean-biology model, and in various
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sensitivity runs, Chl can be expressed as Chl 5 Chlclim 1
aChl3 (Chl2Chlclim) inwhichaChl is used to represent the

Chl-induced feedback intensity, and Chlclim is the clima-

tological field. So, aChl can be varying and can even be

chosen as aChl . 1. Choosing such a large value would

assume that the model underpredicts observed chlorophyll

variation. Experiments indicate that when aChl is chosen as

0 , aChl , 1, the impacts are very weak. When aChl is

chosen as larger values (aChl . 1), we see some cases in

which the total Chl field can become negative at the sur-

face. If this happens, we simply set the total Chl field to be

its Chlclim field.

At each time step, the OGCM calculates interannual

anomalies, which are then used to calculate the interannual

anomalies of t and FWF using their corresponding em-

pirical models. These interannual anomalies are then

added onto their prescribed climatological fields to force

the ocean. The ocean-biology model is used to depict Chl

concentrations; then, a corresponding penetration depth

Hp can be estimated to represent the effect of Chl on the

incoming solar radiation in the upper ocean, which affects

the thermodynamics in the ocean (Zhang et al. 2011). Thus,

interactions between the atmosphere and ocean physics

and biology are represented. As previously examined by

Zhang et al. (2012), coupled behaviors sensitively depend

on the relative coupling coefficient at; that is, the wind

stress anomalies from the tinter model can be further scaled

by this parameter. Several tuning experiments are per-

formed using different values of at to examine the ways

that coupled interannual variability can be sustained in the

HCM. It is found that using a value ofat5 1.3 can produce

sustainable interannual variability in the HCM. In this

paper, experiments are all performed using the HCMwith

at being taken as at 5 1.3.

The OGCM domain covers the tropical Pacific basin

from 1208E to 768W and from 308S to 308N. The hori-

zontal resolutions of the model varied: zonal resolutions

were 18 in the central basin and gradually increased to

FIG. 2. A schematic diagram illustrating the HCM used to represent interactions between

the AOPB in the tropical Pacific. The HCM AOPB consists of an ocean-biology model, an

OGCM, and statistical atmospheric models to calculate interannual anomalies of wind stress

and freshwater flux (FWF), respectively. The total wind stress t is separated into a climato-

logical part tclim and an interannual anomaly part tinter, written as t 5 tclim 1 tinter. Similarly,

the total FWF,which is represented by precipitationPminus evaporationE at the sea surface,

is also separated into a climatological part (FWFclim) and an interannual anomaly part

(FWFinter), written as FWF5FWFclim1FWFinter. In addition, the ocean–atmosphere system

is coupled to an ocean-biology model that has 12 components, including 6 nutrient and 6

biological components, which produces the Chl field. The Chl concentration simulated from

the ocean-biology model is used to represent the effects on the penetration of solar radiation

in the upper ocean. The Chl field is used to estimate penetration depthHp, thus linking ocean

biology to ocean physics. In this simplified coupled system, the climatological fields (SSTclim,

FWFclim, etc.) are prescribed as seasonally varying; the interannual anomalies of tinter and

FWFinter are determined from their corresponding empirical models, and those of Chl are

estimated from the ocean-biology model. The HCM AOPB is used to demonstrate the indi-

vidual and collective effects of the interannually varying FWF and Chl in the tropical Pacific.
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0.48 at the western and eastern boundaries, and meridi-

onal resolutions ranged from 0.38 to 0.68 between 158S
and 158N and decreased to 28 at the northern and

southern boundaries. Sponge layers are imposed near the

model’s southern and northern boundaries (poleward of

208S/N). The OGCM is initiated from the World Ocean

Atlas (WOA01) temperature and salinity fields and is

integrated for 20 years using atmospheric climatological

forcing fields. The coupled bioclimate experiment is then

started from this OGCM spinup run, with an imposed

westerly wind anomaly for 8months (Zhang et al. 2018b).

Thereafter, the evolution is determined solely by the

coupled interactions in the system, and the coupled

model is integrated for 30 years, arbitrarily denoted

asmodel year 2301. As shown inZhang et al. (2018b), this

model can depict the interannual oscillations associated

with ENSO. The related FWF and OBH experiments,

which started from the end of the 30-yr coupled run, are

performed from model years 2301 to 2330.

b. Experimental design

The model is used to represent bioclimate and FWF–

climate couplings in the tropical Pacific. In this study,

we focus on the modulating effects on ENSO induced

by interannual variations in FWF and Chl, which can be

represented individually or collectively in the HCM

AOPB. Two corresponding scalar parameters, aFWF and

aChl, are introduced to represent intensities of FWF

forcing and OBH feedback, respectively; also, the rela-

tive coupling coefficient at is introduced to represent

wind stress anomaly intensity in response to SST anom-

alies. Testing indicates that using values of at 5 1.3,

aFWF5 0.0, andaChl5 0.0 leads toHCMsimulations that

have reasonable interannual variations. The values of

aFWF and aChl can be varied to represent the related

forcing and feedback intensities. The ranges over which

aFWF and aChl can vary are tested from 0.0 (corre-

spondingly, no interannually varying FWF or OBH ef-

fects) to 2.5 (strong effects) in the model experiments.

Sensitivity experiments with varying aChl and aFWF

values (representing variable forcing and feedback in-

tensities) are performed to illustrate the feedback ef-

fects associated with the interannually covarying FWF

and OBH in the tropical Pacific. In a climatological run,

denoted as FWFclim-CHLclim (at 5 1.3, aFWF 5 0.0, and

aChl 5 0.0), freshwater flux and Chl are both considered

to be climatologically varying only, with their in-

terannual effects being not taken into account. Then,

FWF and OBH are alternatively assumed to be inter-

annually and/or climatologically varying, thus allowing

their feedback effects on ENSO to be examined in-

dividually or collectively. FWFinter-CHLclim denotes a

set of runs in which the interannually varying FWF

forcing effect is activated (aFWF is varying and aChl 5
0.0); FWFclim-CHLinter denotes a set of runs in which the

interannually varying OBH feedback effect is activated

(aFWF 5 0.0 and aChl is varying); FWFinter-CHLinter

denotes a set of runs in which the effects of both

interannually covarying FWF and Chl are taken into

account (both aFWF and aChl are varying). The FWFinter-

CHLinter run with values of at 5 1.3, aFWF 5 1.0, and

aChl 51.0 is referred to as a reference feedback run, in

which both effects are included with reasonable in-

tensities (aFWF 5 1.0 and aChl 5 1.0). Choosing a large

aFWF value (e.g., aFWF . 1) means that the model sim-

ulations underestimate the true FWF variability in

the HCM.

c. Observational and reanalysis data used

Various observed and reanalysis data are used to

specify climatological fields, to construct the empirical

model for tinter and FWFinter, and to validate model

simulations. SST fields are fromReynolds et al. (2002).

Monthly mean wind stress data are from the ERA-

Interim (Dee et al. 2011). Monthly precipitation P

data are from the Global Precipitation and Climatol-

ogy Project (GPCP; Adler et al. 2003); monthly

evaporation E fields are obtained from the objectively

analyzed air–sea fluxes (OAFlux; Yu and Weller

2007). The P and E data are used to derive FWF fields

over the period 1979–2016 (defined as P2E; the FWF

field is positive when there is a flux from the atmo-

sphere to the ocean). In addition, surface chlorophyll

datasets are obtained from the GlobColour project

from 1998 to 2016, which supplied continuous datasets

for merged level 3 ocean color products [including

the SeaWiFS, MODIS, Medium-Resolution Imaging Spec-

trometer (MERIS) and VIIRS sensors; Maritorena et al.

2010].

3. Overview of the model performance

Results from the reference run (aFWF 5 1.0 and

aChl 5 1.0) are presented in this section to demonstrate

its performance; some related observations are used to

validate the model simulations.

Figure 3a illustrates interannual SST anomalies from

the reference run. As is also evident from our previous

HCM-based modeling studies (Zhang 2015c), the HCM

AOPB constructed in the tropical Pacific can capture the

main coupled ocean–atmosphere processes in a balanced

way, such that ENSO cycles can be adequately depicted.

In particular, the model captures a pronounced in-

terannual oscillation, with a dominant standing pattern of

SST variability on the equator (Fig. 3a). Also, the model

can adequately depict the mean ocean physical and
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biological climatologies in the tropical Pacific, as com-

pared with observations.

The empirical models are used to determine in-

terannual variabilities of wind stress and FWF (Zhang

and Busalacchi 2009; Zhang et al. 2009, 2011), and the

ocean-biology model is used to determine Chl variability.

As shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, large interannual anomalies

of FWF (Fig. 3b) and Chl (Fig. 3c) coexist in the western–

central equatorial Pacific during ENSO cycles. El Niño
events (warm SST anomalies) are characterized by posi-

tive FWF anomalies and low Chl concentration in the

central equatorial Pacific; La Niña events (cold SST

anomalies) are characterized by negative FWF anomalies

and high Chl concentration.

Since the effects of the FWF- and OBH-induced

feedbacks on modulating ENSO are derived from the

HCM, the HCM performance is critically important in

realistically capturing ENSO evolution as observed in

nature. Some quantitative model validations are pre-

sented in Figs. 4 and 5 for some interannual anomaly

fields and in Table 1 for the standard deviations of some

interannual anomaly fields. Model validations indicate

that the simplified HCM can depict reasonably well the

mean ocean climatology and interannual variability in

the tropical Pacific relative to observations. For exam-

ple, the space–time evolution features of interannual

variability simulated in the HCM compare well with

those observed.

However, it seems obvious that theHCMhas biases in

simulating ENSO relative to observations. Because both

stochastic atmospheric forcing and changes in the pat-

tern of atmospheric response to those in Niño-3.4 SSTs

are not included in the HCM, the simulated ENSO is

quite regular. The spatial patterns of SST variability in

the model simulations are somehow distinct from the ob-

served features. Interdecadal shifts of response functions

FIG. 3. Interannual anomaly fields along the equator simulated from the reference FWFinter-CHLinter run with aFWF 5 1.0 and aChl 5
1.0: (a) SST, (b) FWF, and (c) Chl. FWFinter-CHLinter is a run in which the related FWF forcing and OBH feedback are included in the

simulations. TheHCM is integrated formore than 100 years; for clarity, only themodel years from 2301 to 2320 are plotted. The FWFfield

is positive when there is a net FWF from the atmosphere to the ocean at the sea surface. The contour interval is 0.58C in (a), 30mm

month21 in (b), and 0.02mgm23 in (c).
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have been reported in fully coupled models (Russell and

Gnanadesikan 2014), an effect that cannot be captured in

our shorter, data-constrained HCM.Moreover, the spatial

pattern of SST variability from theHCMsimulation shows

the central Pacific (CP) type of El Niño, whereas the ob-

served SST shows the canonical El Niño. In terms of ocean

biological fields, one bias is in the structure of the spatial

pattern of ENSO-related chlorophyll anomalies in the

model, which seems biased toward the central tropical

Pacific, whereas in nature they are more confined to the

eastern tropical Pacific.

4. ENSO modulations

More results are analyzed from the HCM-AOPB-based

simulations with different representations of FWF and

OBH. Figure 6 shows the simulated SST fields along the

equator obtained from various model experiments, for ex-

ample, the FWFclim-CHLclim simulation, in which inter-

annually varying FWF forcing andOBH feedback are both

excluded. Examples for the commonly used Niño-3.4 SST

series are shown inFigs. 4 and7 from themodel simulations.

The effects of FWF forcing and OBH feedback on

ENSO amplitude and oscillation period can be clearly

seen in Figs. 3–7. Figure 8 displays the standard de-

viations of Niño-3.4 SST anomalies from some selected

experiments, which are intended to illustrate the mag-

nitude of interannual variability for El Niño andLaNiña
events. So, we can interpret large values as amplified El

Niño–La Niña cycles and the opposite for small values,

respectively. In addition, the commonly used Niño-3.4
SST series are used to quantify the dominant time scales

of the ENSO (Fig. 9). There is a statistically significant

increase in the energy and period of interannual vari-

ability associated with the coupling FWF effects and

also a statistically significant decrease of the both with

the additional coupling of chlorophyll being included.

The results of observations and simulations are quan-

titatively compared in Table 1 in terms of the standard

deviations of some selected interannual anomalies. In the

following, more sensitivity experiments with varying in-

tensities of FWF forcing and OBH feedback are per-

formed to demonstrate their combined effects on ENSO.

a. The OBH feedback effect

One set of experiments is denoted as FWFclim-CHLinter,

in which Chl is assumed to vary interannually, whereas

FWF forcing is prescribed to follow a seasonally varying

FIG. 4. Time series of anomalies for the Niño-3.4 SST andNiño-4 zonal wind stress (a) from
observations and the ERA-Interim and (b) from reference FWFinter-CHLinter run. Obser-

vational or reanalysis data are shown for the period of 1998–2016.
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climatology. Examples for SST anomalies simulated are

shown in Figs. 6b, 7, and 8. Compared to FWFclim-CHLclim

(Fig. 6a), the ENSO amplitude is reduced when inter-

annually varying OBH feedback is explicitly included in

FWFclim-CHLinter.

The processes involved in the OBH feedback have

been illustrated in Fig. 1b (also see Zhang 2015a), and

the effects on the penetration of solar radiation in the

upper ocean have been assessed. A corresponding neg-

ative feedback loop can be traced in association with the

effects of interannual variations in Chl. During El Niño
events, for example, a drop in Chl concentrations in the

western–central equatorial basin causes deeper pene-

tration of sunlight in the upper ocean, with more heating

occurring in the subsurface layers but less in the ML,

thus inducing a differential heating between theML and

subsurface layers. The induced differential heating in

the vertical direction acts to weaken stratification and

destabilize the upper ocean and to enhance the vertical

mixing and entrainment of subsurface waters into the

ML. Thus, the OBH alters ocean dynamical processes

and exerts an influence on SST in such a way that the

intensity of El Niño events is reduced. The situation

during La Niña is similar to that during El Niño, but in

FIG. 5. Time series of anomalies for the Niño-4 Chl and Niño-4 FWF from (a) observations

and (b) the reference FWFinter-CHLinter run. Observational or reanalysis data are shown for

the period of 1998–2016.

TABLE 1. The standard deviations of selected anomaly fields observed and simulated in the four HCM AOPB–based experiments.

Model results are calculated from model year 2301 to 2350; the corresponding observations are calculated as follows: SST (8C) from
NOAAOISSTv2 during 1982–2016; FWF (mm month21; defined as Pminus E, where P is from the GPCP, version 2.3, analysis and E is

from theOAFlux, version 3) during 1982–2016; Chl (mgm23) is from theGlobColour project during 2000–16. Shown are SST in theNiño-3.4
region and FWF and Chl in the Niño-4 region.

Obs FWFclim-OBHclim FWFclim-OBHinter FWFinter-OBHclim FWFinter-OBHinter

Niño-3.4 SST 0.95 0.66 0.51 0.97 0.80

Niño-4 FWF 62.9 0 0 85.84 74.07

Niño-4 Chl 0.02 0 0.02 0 0.03
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the opposite sense. During a La Niña event, an increase

in Chl concentrations in the western–central equatorial

basin leads to sunlight being more trapped within the

ML and penetrating less throughout the base of the

ML (less heating in the subsurface layers), which stabi-

lizes the stratification and weakens vertical mixing in

the upper ocean. These processes act to warm SSTs so

that La Niña is weakened. Therefore, the OBH effects

serve as a negative feedback onto the ENSO, whose

amplitude decreases as the intensity of OBH feedback

increases.

In the model simulations, changes in aChl have direct

effects on the amplitude of SST variability (Fig. 10a). As

mentioned above, the parameter of aChl is introduced to

represent the OBH feedback intensity. An inverse re-

lationship exists between the biofeedback intensity aChl

and ENSO amplitude (Fig. 10a). The larger the value of

aChl prescribed in the model is, the stronger the OBH

feedback is, and the smaller the ENSO amplitude is. In

addition, the ENSO amplitude decreases with aChl in a

nonlinear way. When aChl is low and the OBH feedback

effects are weakly represented, the ENSO amplitude is

not strongly affected.When aChl reaches a certain value,

there is a sharp decrease in the ENSO amplitude; this

is clearly evident when aChl increases from 1.5 to 2.0

(Fig. 10a).

FIG. 6. Interannual SST anomalies along the equator simulated in (a) FWFclim-CHLclim (the climatological run), (b) FWFclim-CHLinter

(aFWF 5 0.0 and aChl 5 1.0), (c) FWFinter-CHLclim (aFWF 5 1.0 and aChl 5 0.0), and (d) FWFinter-CHLinter (aFWF 5 1.0 and aChl 5 1.0).

The contour interval is 0.58C.
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The extent to which ENSO is modulated by the

OBH feedback can be analyzed in detail. Symbolically,

the interannual variability of Chl can be written as

CHLinter 5 achl 3 ENSO amplitude. (Note that the

CHLinter field in the HCM is produced by an ocean-

biology model; here, the relationship between the

ENSO amplitude simulated in the HCM and the in-

tensities of OBH feedback represented is explicitly ex-

pressed for analysis purpose.) This expression indicates

that the intensity of Chl variability is determined by two

factors in themodel simulations: A direct one associated

with achl and an indirect one associated with ENSO

amplitude. A change in achl directly leads to a change to

Chl, thus modulating the ENSO amplitude due to the

OBH feedback, which indirectly affects the intensity of

Chl variability. Because Chl-induced feedback tends to

damp ENSO, the ENSO amplitude is inversely pro-

portional to achl. Correspondingly, an increase in the

OBH feedback intensity achl can be envisioned to have

direct and indirect effects on Chl variability as follows.

An increase in achl in model experiments (i.e., a stronger

OBH feedback) produces a direct increase in Chl

variability. Then, the increased Chl variability acts to

strongly dampENSObecause of theOBH feedback; the

weakened ENSO in turn gives rise to a decrease in Chl

variability, which represents an indirect effect due to the

increased achl. Thus, an increase in achl leads to a direct

(increasing) effect on Chl variability that tends to be

opposite to the indirect effect due to the weakened

ENSO. Furthermore, the inverse relationship between

achl and the ENSO amplitude is nonlinear because the

ENSO amplitude does not vary linearly with achl as in-

dicated in Fig. 10a.

b. The FWF forcing effects

Next, we focus on FWF forcing effects. The second

set of experiments is denoted as FWFinter-CHLclim, in

which FWF forcing is assumed to vary interannually,

whereas Chl is prescribed to follow a seasonally varying

climatology. Examples of the simulated SST anomalies

are shown in Figs. 6c and 7–9. Compared with FWFclim-

CHLclim (Fig. 6a), the ENSO amplitude is enhanced in

FWFinter-CHLclim when the interannually varying FWF

forcing is explicitly included.

The processes involved in FWF forcing have pre-

viously been described (Fig. 1a; also see Zhang and

Busalacchi 2009 and Zhang et al. 2012). FWF anomalies

directly force SSS anomalies, which modulate density,

the depth of the mixed layer (MLD), the buoyancy flux

QB, and the thickness of the barrier layer; these directly

affect the stratification and vertical mixing in the upper

ocean. By affecting these ocean dynamical processes,

FWF forcing acts to modulate SST and ENSO in a

substantial way. A corresponding positive feedback loop

can be traced in association with interannual FWF

anomalies. During El Niño, for example, a positive FWF

anomaly observed in the western–central equatorial

Pacific is accompanied by a negative SSS anomaly. The

positive FWF anomaly enhances the negative SSS

anomaly, which decreases the surface density in the

western–central equatorial basin. The induced changes

in density (i.e., the mixed layer is less dense) enhance

stratification and stabilize the upper ocean, leading to

weakened vertical mixing. Additionally, the positive

FWF anomaly tends to increase the negative buoyancy

flux anomaly and make the ML shallower, which

weakens the entrainment of colder subsurface waters

into the mixed layer. These FWF-induced ocean dy-

namical processes exert a direct influence on SST, such

that El Niño events are enhanced by a positive FWF

anomaly, leading to a positive feedback onto El Niño
events. The train of causation during La Niña is similar

to that during El Niño, but in the opposite sense.

Therefore, the FWF forcing effects serve as a positive

feedback onto ENSO, and ENSO amplitude increases

as the intensity of FWF forcing increases.

More experiments with different FWF forcing in-

tensities are performed, and their results are shown in

FIG. 7. Time series of the SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region

simulated from FWFclim-CHLclim, FWFclim-CHLinter, and FWFinter-

CHLclim.
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Fig. 10b. It is evident that FWF forcing acts to amplify

ENSO, with a positive feedback relationship between

FWF forcing and ENSO amplitude (Fig. 10b). In gen-

eral, the ENSO amplitude is proportional to the FWF

forcing intensity (as indicated by aFWF). The larger the

aFWF value is, the stronger the FWF forcing represented

in the model is, and the larger the ENSO amplitude is.

The degree to which ENSO is modulated by FWF

forcing can be analyzed in detail. Symbolically, FWF

variability represented in the HCM can be written as

FWFinter 5 aFWF 3 ENSO amplitude. This expression

indicates that FWF variability depends on two factors in

the model simulations: aFWF itself and the ENSO am-

plitude. In various experiments with varying aFWF, a

change in aFWF directly leads to a change to FWF, which

modulates the ENSO amplitude and thus indirectly af-

fects the FWF variability. Because the FWF variability

acts to amplify ENSO, the ENSO amplitude is pro-

portional to aFWF. The effects of increased FWF forcing

can be derived as follows. An increase in aFWF (i.e., a

stronger FWF forcing) leads to a direct increase in FWF

variability. Then, the increased FWF variability acts to

amplify ENSO, which in turn gives rise to a further in-

crease in FWF variability, indicating an indirect effect

due to the increased aFWF. Thus, an increased aFWF

leads to a direct (increasing) effect on FWF variability,

which tends to be enhanced by an indirect effect due to

the enhanced ENSO. In this FWF forcing case, an

increased aFWF leads to stronger FWF variability,

executing a strong amplifying effect on ENSO, which

further increases FWF variability, indicating a non-

linear modulating effect. This amplifying effect is thus

different from the reducing effect due to OBH feed-

back (i.e., an increase in aChl leads to strong Chl

variability, which damps ENSO more strongly).

c. The combined effects

Then, the third set of experiments is performed,

denoted as FWFinter-OBHinter, in which the interannual

covariabilities of FWF forcing and OBH feedback are

collectively taken into account. Figures 3–5 illustrate the

anomalies of SST, FWF, and Chl simulated from the

reference feedback run (aFWF 5 1.0 and aChl 5 1.0).

Accompanied with ENSO-related SST anomalies

(Fig. 3a), FWF (Fig. 3b) and Chl (Fig. 3c) exhibit large

interannual variations over the western–central equa-

torial Pacific. Coherent well-defined patterns and re-

lationships can be seen between these anomaly fields.

For example, El Niño conditions (Fig. 3a) are charac-

terized by a warm SST anomaly in the central–eastern

equatorial regions, accompanied with a positive FWF

anomaly (Fig. 3b) and a negative Chl anomaly (Fig. 3c)

over the western–central equatorial Pacific. In response

to ENSO cycles, interannual covariabilities of FWF and

Chl also execute a feedback onto ENSO.

These FWF and Chl anomalies not only represent a

response to ENSO but also execute a feedback onto

ENSO. When these effects are present in the HCM ex-

periments, the FWF forcing and OBH feedback are

expected to modulate ENSO. As demonstrated in pre-

vious modeling studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 2012; Zhang

2015a), these two processes tend to modulate dynamic

processes in the upper ocean (i.e., ocean density, strat-

ification, and vertical mixing), which exert an influence

on SST, a field that directly induces changes in the at-

mosphere. The HCM AOPB is then used to represent

the interactions between the atmosphere and ocean

physics–biology system in the tropical Pacific, with FWF

forcing and OBH feedback explicitly included.

The large anomalies of FWF observed in the western–

central equatorial Pacific have amplifying effects on

FIG. 9. Wavelet power spectra for the Niño-3.4 SST anomalies

calculated from the FWFclim-CHLclim, FWFclim-CHLinter, FWFinter-

CHLclim, and FWFinter-CHLinter simulations, as well as from SST

observations. The dot–dashed line is the 95% significance level for

these simulations, assuming a white noise process.

FIG. 8. Zonal sections of the standard deviations for the equa-

torial (58S–58N) SST anomalies for FWFclim-CHLclim, FWFclim-

CHLinter, FWFinter-CHLclim, and FWFinter-CHLinter (colored solid

lines) and observation (dotted line).
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ENSO, whereas those of Chl have damping effects.

These two processes can interact with each other when

they are collectively taken into account in model simu-

lations. Corresponding feedback loops can be traced in

association with the interannual anomalies of FWF and

OBH, which are described above for each individual

effect (Fig. 1). In general, the larger the FWF variability

is, the stronger the FWF forcing is, and the stronger the

amplifying effect on ENSO is. In contrast, the larger the

Chl variability is, the stronger the OBH feedback is, and

the stronger the damping effect on ENSO is. Therefore,

the way ENSO is modulated (an increase or decrease in

ENSO amplitude) is determined by the relative domi-

nances of these effects associated with FWF forcing

and OBH feedback. When the OBH-related damping

effect dominates, the ENSO amplitude decreases; in

contrast, when the FWF-related amplifying effect

dominates, the ENSO amplitude increases. Further-

more, it can be envisioned that at some balanced points

where the amplifying effects on ENSO due to FWF

forcing offset more or less the damping effects due to

OBH feedback, no obvious modulation can be seen in

ENSO amplitude.

These qualitative and intuitive arguments for the

possible combined effects are confirmed by sensitivity

experiments using the HCM AOPB with different in-

tensities of each effect represented for FWF forcing and

OBH feedback. The results of a series of 24 experiments

are illustrated in Fig. 10. The simulations indicate that

individually, the FWF forcing tends to enhance (pro-

long) the ENSO amplitude (period) through its effect on

the stratification and vertical mixing in the upper ocean,

whereas the OBH feedback tends to reduce (shorten) it

through its effect on the penetrative solar radiation,

further affecting the stratification and vertical mixing.

As demonstrated above, ENSO simulations are sensi-

tively dependent on the intensities of each individual

effect represented in the model.

Again, aChl and aFWF are conveniently used to rep-

resent the intensities of OBH feedback and FWF forc-

ing, respectively. Individually, an increase inaChl (aFWF)

corresponds to an increase in the intensity of OBH

feedback (FWF forcing), which has damping (amplify-

ing) effects on ENSO. Collectively, when these two

processes are taken into account together, their com-

pensated effects occur in terms of ENSOmodulations in

model simulations. An increase in aFWF has two-edged

effects. Directly, an increase in FWF variability has an

amplifying effect on ENSO. Indirectly, the enhanced

ENSO leads to large Chl variability and strong negative

OBH feedback, which has a large damping effect on

ENSO, leading to a weakened ENSO. Similarly, an in-

crease in aChl has two effects. Directly, its increase leads

to an increase in Chl variability, which has a damping

effect on ENSO. Indirectly, the weakened ENSO leads

to weak FWF variability, which has a weakened ampli-

fying effect on ENSO. In this case, an increase in OBH

feedback leads to an ENSO amplitude that is reduced by

both the enhanced OBH feedback and weakened FWF

forcing and thus ENSO can be damped much strongly.

FIG. 10. The effects of FWF forcing and OBH feedback on the

ENSO amplitude revealed by the HCM AOPB–based 24 sen-

sitivity experiments. Shown are the standard deviations of the

Niño-3.4 SST anomalies: (a) as a function of the OBH feedback

intensities on the horizontal axis (as represented by aChl 5 0.0, 1.0,

1.5, and 2.0), with different color lines indicating varying FWF

forcing intensities (as represented by aFWF 5 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,

and 2.5) and (b) as a function of the FWF forcing intensities on the

horizontal axis (as represented by aFWF5 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5)

with different color lines indicating varying OBH feedback in-

tensities (as represented by aChl 5 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0). Note

that the observed standard deviation of the Niño-3.4 SST anoma-

lies is 0.958C (Table 1). Some dashed lines are arbitrarily plotted to

indicate the nonuniformly changing effects.
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The combined effects of these two processes lead to

ENSO modulations that are different from those in-

duced individually by FWF forcing effect or OBH

feedback effect alone. When these two processes occur

collectively, the effects induced by one can be com-

pensated for by another. As a result, the ENSO ampli-

tude modulated is not linearly proportional to the

intensities of the FWF forcing or OBH feedback rep-

resented in the model (Fig. 10). For example, the ENSO

depicted in the model can have the same amplitude but

with differently represented intensities for the coexist-

ing FWF forcing and OBH feedback. For instance, the

ENSO amplitude simulated at aChl 5 1, aFWF 5 2.5 can

have nearly the same level to that when taking aFWF 5
1.0, aChl 5 0.0.

Furthermore, some surprising cases emerge in which an

increase in the FWF intensity actually corresponds to a

decrease in the ENSO amplitude (Fig. 10b). For example,

under weakly represented OBH feedback cases [its effect

is not included (aChl 5 0.0) or its intensity is weakly rep-

resented as taking aChl 5 1.0], the ENSO amplitude in-

creases as aFWF increases (green and red lines in Fig. 10b).

When the OBH feedback increases to a certain intensity

(say, aChl 5 1.5 and aChl 5 2.0), the ENSO amplitude can

be modulated in a nonlinear way: The ENSO amplitude

does not increase linearly with increases in aFWF (purple

and blue lines in Fig. 10b). For example, the ENSO am-

plitude actually decreases when aFWF increases from

aFWF , 1.5 to aFWF . 1.5 when the OBH feedback is

represented by certain intensity at aChl5 2.0 (green line in

Fig. 10b). Thus, there may exist a threshold for aFWF at

which the ENSO amplitude reaches a local maximum at

aFWF 5 1.5 and aChl 5 2.0, and then unanimously de-

creases with either a decrease or increase in aFWF. At

certain intensity of the OBH feedback, its damping effects

on ENSO can exceed the amplifying effects due to FWF

forcing, and the ENSO amplitude can decrease even

though FWF forcing increases.

A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 11 to explain this

situation, which can be attributed to the double-edged

impacts of the FWF forcing on ENSO. An intensifying

FWF forcing enhances ENSO amplitude, but it also in-

creases Chl variability, which thus intensifies the OBH-

related damping effect on ENSO. Thus, there can be

situations inwhich an increasedFWF forcing corresponds

to a weakened ENSO (i.e., the signs of the FWF effects

on ENSO can be even reversed from an increase to a

decrease in the ENSO amplitude due to theOBH effect).

This indeed happens in a different combination of mod-

eling experiments in which varying intensities of the FWF

or Chl effects are specified using feedback parameters

(aFWF and aChl). Therefore, the net combined effects

can either enhance or weaken ENSO, depending on the

relative dominance of the OBH-feedback-related damp-

ing effect or FWF-related amplifying effect. If the former is

stronger than the latter, theENSOamplitude ismodulated

to be decreased.

These experiments clearly illustrate that ENSO

modulations are sensitively dependent on the ways FWF

forcing and OBH feedback are represented in the

model. When their combined effects are collectively

taken into account, ENSO can be modulated in a non-

linear way. Sensitivity experiments reveal some situa-

tions (for example, the green line in Fig. 10b between

aFWF 5 1.5 and aFWF 5 2.0) in which the amplitude

response is not linear. In particular, the OBH effect with

certain intensities can lead to a decrease in ENSO am-

plitude even though FWF forcing is increased. Evi-

dently, modulating effects induced by their combined

effects differ from those individually induced by FWF

forcing or OBH feedback alone.

d. Insight into the modulating effects on ENSO

ENSO modulations are clearly evident in nature and

various coupled model simulations, which can be attrib-

uted to various forcings and feedbacks in the tropical

Pacific. Understanding how ENSO is affected by these

processes in the tropical Pacific is a crucial problem

in climate dynamics and ENSO-induced climate predic-

tions. For example, several previous studies with more

complexmodels have also investigated the feedback from

ocean biology onto interannual variability in the tropical

FIG. 11. A schematic diagram illustrating possible net outcomes

of combined effects on ENSO amplitude that are induced by FWF

forcing and OBH feedback. Individually, FWF forcing tends to

have an amplifying effect on ENSO amplitude. Correctively, when

the OBH feedback coexists at a certain intensity, the amplifying

effect of FWF forcing on ENSO can be compensated by damping

one induced by OBH feedback. So, ENSO amplitude can be either

increased or decreased in themodel experiments, depending on the

relative dominance of these two processes in coupled models.
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Pacific (Wetzel et al. 2006; Lengaigne et al. 2007;

Anderson et al. 2009; Jochum et al. 2010; Heinemann

et al. 2011; Park et al. 2014a). Large uncertainties exist in

representing OBH feedback in these different models,

and yet there are large differences in the related modu-

lating effects on ENSO. For example, the ENSO ampli-

tude is decreased when the OBH feedback is included in

some studies (an indication of a negative feedback; e.g.,

Zhang et al. 2009; Jochum et al. 2010), whereas it is in-

creased in others (an indication of a positive feedback;

e.g., Wetzel et al. 2006; Heinemann et al. 2011). The

reasons for these intermodel differences are still not well

understood. Additionally, the mechanisms for the way

SST is modulated by OBH feedback are in debate. For

example, Timmermann and Jin (2002) argued that SST

modulations are realized through a direct heating effect

on SSTwithin themixed layer (a direct thermal effect). In

this study and our previous studies (e.g., Zhang 2015a),

however, ENSO modulations are realized through an

indirect effect via ocean dynamical processes: Ocean-

biology-induced feedback acts to produce a differential

heating between the ML and subsurface layers, which

alters the stratification and the vertical mixing in the

upper ocean, leading to changes in SST and in the at-

mosphere (Fig. 1b).

Results from this study offer a clue to explain the

intermodel differences in ENSOmodulations induced by

OBH feedback.As illustrated inFig. 11, the net outcomes

of the compensated effects under the combined in-

fluences of FWF forcing and OBH feedback can be very

different or even opposite. Individually, ENSO ampli-

tude increases (decreases) with increasing intensities of

FWF forcing (OBH feedback). When OBH feedback is

not included, an increase in FWF forcing acts to enhance

ENSO amplitude, depending on their relative domi-

nance. When OBH feedback is included and comes into

play, its damping effect tends to counteract the FWF-

related amplifying effect, and ENSO amplitude can be

decreased or increased.When the OBH-related damping

effect on ENSO is weaker (greater) than the FWF-

related amplifying effect, the ENSO amplitude is modu-

lated to be increased (decreased). In particular, as

indicated in somemodel simulations, it is possible that an

increase in FWF forcing can even cause a decrease in

ENSO amplitude when the amplifying effect on ENSO

due to the FWF forcing is weaker than the damping effect

due to the OBH feedback. Therefore, whether ENSO

amplitude is modulated to be increased or decreased

depends on the relative dominance of the related FWF

forcing andOBH feedback effects represented inmodels.

Large uncertainties exist in model representations of

these FWF forcing and feedback effects over the tropi-

cal Pacific, which can be clear sources for biases in

ENSO simulations. The results obtained from this sim-

ple modeling study provide guidance to understand the

related modulating effects on ENSO in other compre-

hensive climate models. In particular, the revealed re-

lationships between ways ENSO is modulated and the

intensities of FWF forcing and OBH feedback are rep-

resented in models can be used to interpret how biases

are produced in ENSO simulations. For example, many

current climate models do not explicitly include the

OBH feedback; then, the associated damping effect by

the OBH feedback does not exist, leading to the FWF-

related amplifying effect that is not adequately com-

pensated for. As such, ENSO amplitude simulated can

be much too strong as indicated in some climate models

(Wang et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2014, 2017). In addition,

FWF forcing in many climate models tends to be de-

picted too strong as indicated by the so-called double

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) problem (e.g.,

Lin 2007), implying that its amplifying effects on ENSO

can be overestimated. Because the amplifying effects

induced by FWF forcing tend to be compensated for by

OBH-related damping effects, these two processes must

be collectively represented in a balanced way in models.

Otherwise, if the OBH feedback is not adequately in-

cluded as in many climate models, the effects induced by

FWF forcing are not offset by OBH feedback. There-

fore, model biases can be produced in ENSO simula-

tions due to misrepresentations of these natural forcing

and feedback processes in the tropical Pacific.

The natural coupled atmosphere and ocean physics–

biology system in the tropical Pacific is also influenced

by global warming. As has been observed, long-term

changes in FWF and Chl coexist in the tropical Pacific in

the changing climate. For example, an enhanced water

cycle is associated with an increase in FWF forcing to the

ocean (e.g., Zhang andWu 2012; Kang et al. 2014), which

is expected to exert an amplifying effect on ENSO; also,

Chl concentration is observed to decrease in the tropical

Pacific (e.g., Boyce et al. 2010; Uz et al. 2017), whose

related OBH feedback can have damping effects on

ENSO. However, possible ENSO modulations by such

long-term changes in Chl and FWF and the related

feedback on global warming remain poorly understood

(Behrenfeld et al. 2006). Understanding how ENSO can

be modulated by these processes in the context of global

warming is an important challenge facing the scientific

community (e.g., Collins et al. 2010). HCM-based sensi-

tivity experiments with varying intensities of FWF and

OBH effects are conducted. These simplified HCM

AOPB–based analyses and results from this paper pro-

vide insight into processes and mechanisms for a better

understanding of ENSO diversities and modulations that

are seen in nature and comprehensiveEarth systemmodels.
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The insight into the modulating effects and underlying

processes gained from this study can be used to interpret

howENSOmay bemodulated by long-term changes in the

FWF forcing and OBH feedback over the tropical Pacific

that may be induced by global warming.

5. Conclusions and discussion

Large interannual covariabilities of Chl and FWF are

observed in the western–central equatorial Pacific dur-

ing ENSO cycles, acting to not only represent a response

to ENSO but also produce a feedback onto ENSO. For

instance, various modeling studies have indicated that

ocean-biology-induced heating feedback can exert sig-

nificant influences on the climate system in the tropical

Pacific. In addition, FWF forcing can have an amplifying

effect on ENSO. Thus, active bioclimate and FWF–

climate interactions coexist in the region. However, the

nature of their combined interactions and modulating

effects on ENSO are neither well illustrated nor well

understood. Here, a newly developed hybrid coupled

model (HCM) for atmosphere and ocean physics–

biology (AOPB) is used to illustrate how ENSO can

be modulated collectively by the effects of FWF forcing

and OBH feedback. In this paper, we focus on the

modulating effects on ENSO due to the FWF forcing and

OBH feedback, whose intensities are represented by

aFWF and aChl, respectively. A series of sensitivity ex-

periments are performed using the HCM AOPB with

their varying intensities. It is demonstrated that the am-

plitudes and time scales of ENSO can be substantially

affected by interannually varying FWF forcing and OBH

feedback. Individually, ENSO amplitude increases (de-

creases) when the FWF forcing (OBH feedback) in-

tensity increases. A positive feedback is associated with

the FWF forcing, acting to enhance interannual vari-

ability and lengthen time scales; the stronger the FWF

forcing is, the stronger its amplifying effects on ENSO

are. In contrast, a negative feedback is associated with the

OBH feedback, acting to reduce interannual variability

and shorten time scales; the stronger the OBH feedback

is, the stronger its damping effects on ENSO are.

Collectively when these two processes coexist, the

FWF-induced amplifying effect on ENSO tends to be

compensated for by the OBH-related damping effect.

Thus, the net outcomes of their combined effects on

ENSO differ from those induced individually. The in-

teractions between these two processes cause nonlinear

modulations of the ENSO amplitude. For example, the

ENSO amplitude in the model simulations does not

unanimously vary with the intensities of FWF forcing or

OBH feedback. There exist situations inwhich theENSO

amplitude can be decreased even though the FWF-

related amplifying effect on ENSO is increased. This

can occur when, at certain intensities, the damping effects

due toOBH feedback can override the amplifying effects

due to FWF forcing. These results indicate that because

of the compensated effects of FWF forcing and OBH

feedback, ENSO amplitude can be modulated to be in-

creased or decreased, depending on the relative domi-

nance of these two processes represented in a model.

There are apparent interplays involved in FWF forc-

ing and OBH feedback in terms of their effects on

ENSO. Given that FWF affects stratification and verti-

cal mixing in the upper ocean, this clearly impacts ocean

biology and hence penetration of solar radiation on

ENSO time scales. For example, an increase in FWF

leads to a decrease in SSS, which enhances water-column

stratification with reduced vertical mixing; these pro-

cesses tend to reduce vertical fluxes of nutrients and result

in a reduction in Chl. In terms of OBH feedback, a re-

duction in Chl concentration over the western–central

equatorial Pacific (which occurs during El Niño) causes
penetrative solar radiation to be absorbed less within the

mixed layer, but more penetrated into the subsurface

layers; the produced differential heating between theML

and subsurface layers reduces the stratification with en-

hanced vertical mixing, which affects SST and thus the

atmosphere, including precipitation and FWF. Right

now, how theFWF-induced processes directly affectmarine

ecosystems and Chl concentration and hence penetrating

radiation has not been examined in detail. Those compli-

cated interplays need to be carefully addressed with more

focused experiments performed using the developed HCM

AOPB to trace the influence loops and quantify the in-

terplays between one another.

The modulating effects on ENSO induced by the

FWF forcing and OBH feedback are examined using

the HCM. There are possible biases in the modeling

framework used in this paper. For example, one ap-

parent bias in the HCM simulations is that ENSO-

related variability is too regular. In reality, there is clear

asymmetry in intensity, duration, and spatial patterns

between cold and warm phases of ENSO (Kessler 2002;

Okumura et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2014; Timmermann et al.

2018). This is partly because the influence of climate

noise is not taken into account in the model. In fact, the

statistical atmospheric representations for interannual

anomalies of wind stress and FWF preclude the occur-

rence of random wind and freshwater flux events from

other climate and weather phenomena that might reduce

or obscure the positive or negative feedback effects noted

here. More specifically, in terms of SST variability, the

HCM indeed has systematic biases in simulating ENSO

compared with observations. For instance, the spatial

patterns in Fig. 3a are highly distinct from the observed
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features. In particular, Fig. 3a shows that the largest

amplitude of the interannual SST anomalies appears in

the central Pacific at approximately 1808–1608W, al-

though observation shows that the strongest SST vari-

ability with typical ENSO events appears in the eastern

tropical Pacific. In terms of ocean biological fields, one

bias is in the structure of the spatial pattern of ENSO-

related chlorophyll anomalies in the model, which seems

biased toward the central tropical Pacific, whereas in

nature they are more confined to the eastern tropical

Pacific. This might have artificially enhanced the negative

feedbacks associated with the ocean biology since the

atmosphere is more sensitive to SST anomalies in the

central equatorial Pacific. So, the biases in the simplified

HCM simulations and disagreements with observations

may influence conclusions qualitatively. These issues

need to be carefully analyzed in the future.

Numerical experiments are performed using the

HCM simulations in which the FWF forcing and OBH

feedback intensities are explicitly represented with

empirical parameters that are variable. Here, we dem-

onstrate that the amplitudes and oscillation periods of

ENSO can be modulated by FWF forcing and OBH

feedback. However, the combined effects induced by

interannual variations in FWF andOBH rely on only one

model simulation, which can be highly model dependent.

Indeed, there is uncertainty in the represented ampli-

tudes of the FWF forcing and biofeedback to SST

changes, which is indicated by the feedback strength

factors (aFWF and aChl). In addition, ENSO also exhibits

other properties that can be modulated, including sea-

sonal phase locking and asymmetries during ENSO cy-

cles. For example, observed SST variability exhibits

strong asymmetries during ENSO cycles, including evo-

lution between El Niño and La Niña events. Preliminary

examinations using the HCM simulations indicate that

there is no clear evidence for any asymmetries that arise

from the feedbacks, like La Niña being damped more

strongly thanElNiño because of non-Gaussian biological

behaviors. Nevertheless, these issues have not been

carefully addressed and need to be further explored in

this context of the modulating effects on ENSO associ-

ated with the freshwater flux positive feedback. Also, the

modulating effects on ENSO need to be validated using

othermodels; the approach presented in this paper can be

used in other modeling studies.
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APPENDIX

Empirical Atmospheric Models Used

Interannual anomalies of wind stress and FWF (tinter
and FWFinter) are calculated using empirical models

constructed from historical data by the singular value

decomposition (SVD) analysis technique (Zhang and

Busalacchi 2009; Zhang et al. 2009), which is briefly

described in this appendix.

a. An empirical model for interannual wind stress
variability

The interannual anomaly model for wind stress

t adopted in this work is a statistical one, which can be

symbolically written as tinter 5 Ft(SSTinter), where tinter
and SSTinter are interannual anomalies of t and SST, and

Ft represents the relationships between interannual

variations in t and SST.

The Ft function is estimated using the SVD analysis of

the covariance matrix that is calculated from time series

of monthly mean SSTinter and tinter fields. In this work, a

combined SVD analysis is performed based on the co-

variance among anomalies of SST, zonal, and meridional

wind stress components (Zhang et al. 2003, 2005, 2006).

In time, the SVD analysis is performed using historical

SSTinter and tinter data over the 1963–96 period (34 years).

Based on this SVD analysis, an empirical model for

tinter can be constructed to relate interannual variations

in wind stress to those in SST, representing a dominant

wind–SST coupling in the tropical Pacific. As un-

derstood, interannual wind responses to a given SST

anomaly are sensitively dependent on seasons during

ENSO evolution, and so the seasonality in the wind re-

sponse to SST variability needs to be taken into account

in constructing the tinter model. To this end, the SVD

analyses are performed separately for each calendar

month, thus yielding 12 seasonally varying submodels

for January, February, and so on (e.g., Zhang et al. 2004;

Zhang and Busalacchi 2005). Thus, given an SST

anomaly, interannual wind response can be calculated

according to the constructed tinter model. In consider-

ation of the sequence of the singular values and the
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reconstruction testing of the tinter fields from SST

anomalies, the first five leading SVD modes are re-

tained in the empirical tinter model for having its rea-

sonable amplitude.

b. An empirical model for interannual FWF
variability

FWFinter is also determined by an empirical model

relating interannual freshwater flux variability with

SST anomalies. This is based on the fact that interan-

nual freshwater flux anomalies over the tropical Pacific

are dominated by the ENSO signal. For example, in-

terannual variations in freshwater flux closely follow

those in SST during ENSO evolution. During El Niño,
a warm SST anomaly is related to an increase in P (a

positive freshwater flux anomaly into the ocean). During

La Niña, a cold SST anomaly is accompanied with a

negative freshwater flux anomaly (a net loss of freshwater

from the ocean), which is primarily attributed to a deficit

in P. Thus, a coherent pattern exists between interannual

variations in SST and freshwater flux over the tropical

Pacific, with a dominant SST control on freshwater flux.

The satellite-based P and E data are used to empiri-

cally parameterize interannual FWF (P minus E) vari-

ability in the tropical Pacific (Zhang and Busalacchi

2009). We adopt a statistical method to construct a

feedback model for interannual freshwater flux variabil-

ity (FWFinter) as a response to ENSO-induced SST

anomalies. To determine optimized empirical modes of

their covariability, an SVD analysis is performed using

historical SST and freshwater flux anomaly fields during

the period of 1979–2008 (a total of 30 years). Then, an

empirical model for FWFinter can be developed using the

derived spatial eigenvectors of the SVD modes (e.g.,

Zhang andBusalacchi 2009). The seasonality is taken into

account by constructing seasonally dependent models for

FWFinter: The SVDanalyses are performed separately for

each calendar month, and thus the FWFinter model con-

sists of 12 different submodels, one for each calendar

month (e.g., Zhang et al. 2003). In consideration of the

sequence of the singular values and the reconstruction

testing of the freshwater flux anomaly fields from SST

anomalies, the first five leading SVD modes are retained

for the empirical model to have reasonable amplitude in

estimating FWFinter fields. Thus, given an SST anomaly,

interannual freshwater flux anomalies can be empirically

determined in association with ENSO.
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